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CHAFTSE I 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this report is to detennlne whether or not 

manufacturers in Lubbock, Teocas, are aware of the concept of mar

ginal analysis. It is also to determine the extent of use of mar

ginal analysis techniques in maz^et analysis, functional decision

making, and pricing policy decisions by those companies that are 

aware that such a concept exists. 

A study was made to detezmine if the marginal practices 

advocated in management literature are actually being used in 

Lubbock, and to determine how the companies iidiose practices are 

most in accoz*d with marginal ideas coi!Q>are with those con^anies not 

utilizing the new developments in marginal decision-making. 

The anticipated findings of the study are that most Lubbock 

manufacturers use marginal analysis without being aware that such a 

concept exists. It is also anticipated that the larger coi!̂ )anles are 

making use of somewhat sophisticated marginal tools in decisionrmaking, 

while the smaller manufacturers use unsophisticated marginal concepts 

related to rate of return criteria and break-even analysis. 

One of the points most frequently made by writers who express 

substantial doubt of the prevalence of marginalism is that firms in 

monopolistic competition or loose oligopoly either are unable to obtain 



reasonable approximations to marginal revenue data or are uninterested 

in obtaining then. Partly for this reason, t h ^ assert, flzvis rely 

upon cost formulas that show little influence of differing maz^et 

conditions. 

It should be stressed that the great majority of managers have 

scarcely any knowledge about the value of short-period marginal revenue, 

This applies even to those 1^0 conduct intwisive market research. They 

often eoqpress a wish that t h ^ had the information, but they are aware 

of no means of obtaining it. (KaU and Hitch, 1939). 

Hall and Hitch likewise attribute a siibstantial part of the 

prevalent full-costing of the firms they investigated to their igno

rance of the de&umd conditions facing them. They state that producers 

cannot know their demand or marginal revenue curves because they cannot 

anticipate price change reactions of con^eting oligopolists and because 

they do not know consumers' preferences. (Hall and Hitch, 1939). 

Management literature, on the other hand, devotes increasing 

attention both to the use of marginallst cost accounting techniques 

and to methods of evaluating markets. (Dean, 1951). The use of market 

analysis to aid in estimating buyers' sensitivity to price changes is 

clearly consistent with traditional marginalist theoiy. But other uses 

of market analysis may also be evidence of such inclinations. Margin

alist b^iavlor may be eadilbited in a wide range of other decisions, 

such as the selection of new products and market sectors. We will 

assume that, in the absence of contradicting evidence, the use of 

market analysis as an aid in making these indirect decisions indicates 

essentially marginalist behavior. For example, if market research 



inquires into the prospective preferences of consumers for two or more 

types of products, a flrai can combine the results with appropriate 

costs analysis to decide which product to produce, how much it would 

be worthwhile to spend on pr(»otion, and possibly what would be the 

best price range for the product. (Barley, 1955). 

In 1956, a study was made by James Barley on the '^Marginal 

Policies of Bxeellently Managed CoB^sanies." This study was made to 

detennlne the use of marginal analysis by many of America's leading 

companies, as designated by the American Institute of Management. The 

results of the study indicated that the excellently managed ccHiq>anles 

do b^iave marginally in costing, budgeting, pricing, and in making 

market and production decisions. (Barl^, 1956). 

The study by Barley brought the question to mind of Row Lubbock 

oompant^s coiî MLred to the national leaders In marginal decision-making 

practices. One of the objectives of this I'Sport is to compare Lubbock 

manufacturers to some of the nation's leading companies. This compar

ison is made by ccaaparing the results of the Barley study with the 

results of the author's survey of Lubbocdc manufacturers. 

,])fe1̂ ho49l,P̂  

A personal interview type of sumrey was made of 25 manufacturers 

in Lubbock, Texas, because this number was determined to be both prac

tical and representative. The survey includes companies of various 

sises and with different mazicetlng areas. Some have under 25 flmployees 

while other manufacturers have over 200. Several companies serve only 

Lubbock County \dille others operate internationally. 

file:///dille


This surv^ was made to determine the use of marginal analysis 

techniques by these manufacturers. The management of these companies 

were asked various questions about their decision-making policies. 

Their answers were then evaluated in an attempt to detezoine whether 

or not thfy were marginal in nature. 

They were asked questions concerning their maz^et analysis 

methods to detenidne their use of market research, T h ^ were ques

tioned about their pricing policies to determine their knowledge of 

their competitive environment and to establish some cost-profit rela

tionships. They were also questioned about their budgeting asd plan

ning proeedures in an attei^t to determine their use of functional 

decision-iaaking • 

Traditional marginalist theory attaches much importance to 

seller's knowledge of marginal revenue. This would require that in 

pursuing mai^et analysis, firms devote particular attention to the 

elasticity of the function, (Welsch, 1957). 

The evidence provided by the survey regarding this particular 

use of mazicet analysis is deliberately indirect In nature. For 

example, the respondents as a group indicate the extent of their at

tention to buyer sensitivity in fixing prices on multiple products, 

their use of variable fixed cost breakdowns in selective marketing and 

their degree of reliance upon market analysis in considering price 

changes. They were not asked about incremental or marginal revenue 

ney jje. The use of such indirect evidence is the strategy of this 

study. An attempt was made to infer behavior trom practices rather than 

frt>m statements of intent or conscious recognition of marginalist prin

ciples. 



Deê a|on«4faV-iŷ |r Tw^ - Axqr Concept, policy, or procedure that 

can aid management in making a decision can be considered a decision

making tool. 

pirect Coats. Those costs that vary in total amount or with 

variations in levels of activity or output are considered to be direct 

or variable costs. 

fpcfid Cos^s. Those costs which remain much the same in total 

amount during a period, regardless of activity, are called fixed costs 

or overhead. 

f^rml >krK<?t RQa^M*?)^* Any research done with the use of an 

outside maz^et research agency is considered formal market research. 

This type of research is used to determine the need for introducing 

new products or improving old ones in an attempt to stay conqpetitive. 

l̂ lUi'*Ĉ fft-1inr- Full-costing is a non-marginal concept used to 

detezmine the total cost involved in making a product without breaking 

costs down into individual parts. 

Input-Output. This relationship is used to detezmine how the 

output of a given product behaves in the shoi^-run, as more imits of 

one variable resource, say labor-hours, are added in order to meet a 

short-run increase in the demand for the product in question. 

Joint Functional Decision-Makinp. Joint functional decision

making occurs when i^resentatives of the various functions of the 

busjjiess firm participate in decision-making in an attempt to maximise 

profits. 



ffardJnflJi ^%hrftiM' Marginal analysis is the eoneept of varying 

input lay one txnlt at a time azid then measuring the corresponding out^ 

put in an atteiqpt to maximise total profits. The input could be the 

addition of one machine or one worker. The output would then be the 

resulting change in production. 

CSiapter II of the repoz^ discusses the nature of marginal 

analysis. It starts with a discussion of i^e general nature and theo

retical aspects of marginal analysis* The next part of the chapter 

deals vlth the limitations az^ constraints of the topic. At the end 

of the chapter is an exas^le of a problem that has been studied frcmi 

a marginal point of view. 

diapter III investigates the tise of market analysis and market 

research by the respozulin^ firms. The amount of use given these tools 

by the respondents, as Ijodieated by their interview responses, is re

ported for a group of price-related and market-related decision areas 

and is related to aeeountizig, budgeting, and pricing practices of the 

firms. These data are then evaluated for their evidence of "margin-

allsa" or the lack of it in the practices of the firms. Chapter III 

also investigates the degree and type of joint participation by pro

duction, sales, engineering, and accounting functions in decisions of 

various types made by the respondents. These patterns of participation 

are related to various measures of marginalist orientation and to other 

characteristics of the firms. The last part of Chapter III discusses 

the respondents' "time horizons" as related to their budgets. This is 
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important because manufacturing flms typically set a fairly distant 

time horison for price and other planning and are unable or tmwilllng 

to attmapt exploitation of short-period opportunities. (Cyert and 

March, 1956). Tradition, fear of competitive reaction, relatively 

uncritical sitisfaction with existing goals, and techniques inconsis

tent with profit maximiasation all preclude behavior tending to equate 

current marginal cost and marginal revenue. (Simon, 1955). 

In the conclusion. Chapter IT, the relationships derived from 

the study are discussed. These relationships are between the national 

leaders and the Lubbock c<»apanies as a whole. The last part of Chapter 

I? presents a brief digest of the main conclusions. 



CHAPTSl II 

NATURE OF MARGINAL ANALYSIS 

An admlzilstrator must frequently decide idiether or not changing 

the scope or else of an activity would allow his orgazilsatlon to attain 

its goals more easily. Such decisions involvs increasing or deoreasizig 

an operation by adding a uzilt of input to it or ̂  sn^tractizig a unit 

of input froBL it. Such alternatives may be spelled out in practice 

in the form of adding another machine to a plant's production capacity, 

addil^ an additional salesman to the sales force, reducing advertising 

outlay by not running one advertisement, or adding a unit to inventory. 

Assuming the objective of a firm to be only the maximization of total 

profit, the new machine should be added only if total earnings derived 

from its use exceed the total cost of using it, and it thus contributes 

to profit; he should add the salesman only if the total income the firm 

derives f rem his activity exceeds the cost of maintaining him as a 

salesman; etc. Thus, these decisions must be made in terms of their 

effect upon the total objective function of whether or not the change 

results in inqproved performance as measured by a change in goal attain

ment. Analyzing decision problems from this point of view is called 

marginal analysis, the word marginal referring to changes in the total 

function. This is spoken of as decision-making at the margin. (Fowler, 

1962). 

Marginal analysis is a study of incremental changes of related 

quantities, the ratio of these quantities, and the effect a unit change 

8 



in one will have vcpon the other. Marginal analysis applies to physi

cal and itonetary quantities, but it is commonly used by managemoit to 

compare marginal monsy gains and costs for a single unit of output. 

Marginal analysis does not require the measurement and use of con

sumers' surplus, land rent, quasi-rent, or any other intramarginal 

surplus because they are narer included in marginal gains or costs. 

Marginal analysis assumes no increase In fixed capital, free 

movement of resources, a market for output, a static economy, and 

that output reacts properly to price changes and vice versa. Pro

perly here does not mean perfect but a reasonable approach to per

fection, listing all the assuntptlcms made by marginal analysis is 

beyond the scope of this report. However, kziowledge of the assump-

tiozis mentioned will be necessary for the full understanding of the 

report* 

Marginal analysis is applicable to the problem of Aether to 

raise or lower the output of a given good by one isiit and to the 

closely related if not identical problem of whether to raise or lower 

prices in order to change sales and therefore change output by one 

unit. In other words, marginal analysis should be used to solve price-

output control problems, assimiing the fixed plant capacity is not 

changed. 

The problem of whether to raise or lower output by one unit 

may be approached from either the private or the social point of view. 

Private profltseekers should balance marginal cost as opposed to mar

ginal revenue as suggested by the theory of imperfect and/or monopo

listic competition. Public welfare seekers should balance market price 
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against marginal cost as prescribed by the theory of aarginal-eost 

priee output control. In both cases marginal analysis is applicable, 

but the results are different because the quantities' balances at the 

margin are different. (Beckwlth, 1955). 

In the long-run, most fixed costs bec(»e variable. However, 

this does not mean that evwatually it will become practical to allo

cate them to individual units of output. Mathematically, the full 

cost of a new hydroelectric plant can be allocated to the first unit 

of power produced in it, but this is of no practical use as price 

should never be that high. lAien one tries to allocate the cost to 

many dlffermit units of output, many equally valid methods are avail

able* Hence, long-run marginal cost is indeterminable. (Maehlup, 1946). 

For many years price theory was divided into two parts, short-

z*un and long-run priee determination. Beckwlth's distinction between 

marginal analysis and total analysis is consistent with the traditional 

division. He states that all price theory is short-run theozy and that 

long-run problems are problems requiring total analysis. The solution 

of every long-run problem affects prices indirectly, as do all economic 

decisions, but only by changing the factors considered in short-run 

price determination. Every actual price, he indicates, should be short-

run price determined by short-run marginal analysis. There should be no 

long-run price determined independently by long-run analysis. This con

cept of long-run price is extz*emely vague and sometimes considered mean

ingless. At times it seems to be a price assumed to be stable over a 

long period, though this is often harmful. At other times it seems to 

be an average of shoz^-run prices, but it is never specified as to whether 
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it is a weighted or imwei^ted average, a mean, a mode, or an arith

metic average. The long-run price-output problem must, therefore, be 

divided into parts so that each part can be approached by the method 

of analysis idiioh is best. It cannot be solved as a single problem by 

either marginal or total analysis. (Beckwi«i, 1955). 

In stu(̂ jring mairiwiaing btiiavior, a related concept of great 

Ijqportance is that of the margin. It is assissed 'Uiat people or firms 

\iho seek to maximize their position generally start from a position 

that has already been established and move gradually and e3q>eriA«ntally 

to a new position. This type of change is said to take place at the 

margin* A producer may thus decide to add an extra worker to the pay

roll or to increase production by a sli^t amount. The worker wotild 

then be called a marginal worker, and the Increase in production is 

the marginal product. By making small changes in this way, a person 

or firm can determine Aether the change is in the direction of or 

away from maximization. Further adjustment can then be made In the 

lil^t of this information. (Wiamer, 1958). 

Theoretical Aspects 

We can assume that the firm's primary objective is to maximize 

its profits or to minimize its losses if it cazmot make profits. Max

imum profits are realized at only one input-output ratio; this point 

shall be called the point of equilibrium. For any particular cost 

outlay, the firm seeks equilibrium by the way in which it secures and 

combines resource inputs for desired production of outputs, A con

venient and accepted way of expressing the relation of product outputs 
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to resource Inputs is by the production function. This function may 

be expressed in mathematical terminology as y « f(x), idiere y is output, 

f (x) is the eoBibinatlon of inputs, and x must be equal to or greater 

than 0* The equation says that the quantity of y produced per unit of 

time is a function of the quantities of x used by the firm per tznit of 

time* The equation may be readily expanded to include as many iz^mt 

factors as desired. The equation is a mathematical expression in which 

physical units are used to eoqjress factor relationships* The firm can 

Increase or decrease output by incz*easlng or decreasing q\xantities of 

input resources. 

Marginal units or rates are those incz*ements of change resaltizig 

from the use of an additional incrment of input unit. In mathematical 

terminology the marginal product of the variable factor may be expressed 

as M Uh^ /\ is the lnci*m«>t of change, y is output, and x is Input. 
.£* X 

Marginal units computed via this algebraic expression are average units 

of marginal productivity and should not be confused with those exact 

units ofi marginal productivity ndiich are derived by calculus. (Warner, 

1958). 

jMMt^lonff 

Due to the constraints which nature and its environment place 

upon the firm, marginal analysis has internal and external limitations. 

There are empirical constraints which describe the limitations placed on 

the firm by its internal and its external environment. That is, the pro

duction function tells us which combination of quantities and kinds of 

Inputs and outputs are possible and which are impossible. 
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The production function and mazicet functions together define 

the set of all feasible positions of a firm of a given nature. The 

optimum position or equilibrium of a firm is then defined as that 

position out of a set of all possible positions for t̂ iich the net 

revenue is at a maximum. This may not be true if either the pro

duction function or market functions are not continuous. 

Critics of marginal analysis point out that this tool pzH>vides 

a rule of decision only under conditions of assumed full kziowledge 

which are unlikely to be realized in practice. Indeed, full knowledge 

of both cost and z*evenue under a given set of conditions may be un

likely; however, decision-making and profit-maximization are no less 

simplified via total and/or average uziit analysis, (Lester, 1946). 

As both the average and marginal products can be derived from 

the production, of which total production is a property, there obvi

ously exists a relationship between these different functions. This 

relationship is illustrated in Figure 1 of this chapter. This example 

assumes a production function which includes increasing and decreasing 

returns for the variable resources. The relationship between the total, 

average, and marginal products for the decreasing returns portions of 

the combination production function in Figure 1 is exactly as if the 

production function displays diminishing returns alone. Similarly, the 

total, average, and marginal product relationships for the increasing 

returns portion of the combination production function are the same as 

those for a production function urtLlch might involve only increasing 

returns. 
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The marginal product Indicates the change in total product for 

each unit change of input. Therefore, so long as -^J is increasing, 

the total product must increase at an Increasing rate. At the point 

where the marginal product function is at a maximum, the total product 

function begins to Increase at a decreasing rate. The total product 

continues to increase at a decreasing rate until the marginal product 

is zero, at vdilch point total product is at a maximum* Total product 

then decreases as marginal product becomes negative. (Fowler, 1962). 

The relationship between marginal product and total product 

falls under the law of diminishing returns. If the quantity of one 

productive service Is increased by equal increments with the quantities 

of other resource seznrices held constant, the incz*ements to the total 

product may increase at first, but will decrease after it reaches the 

point of maximum marginal productivity. 

Perfectly adjusted competitive firms of varying size would tend 

to yiild data not properly reflecting the degree of diminishizig returns 

experienced by the firms. Estimates from such data are likely to under

estimate the marginal value productivity of small amounts of the inputs 

considered both singly and jointly for large amount of the inputs. Care 

in the selectinn of data and in the interpretation of such estimates can 

offset these shortcomings to a considerable degree. Data should be 

selected over a fairly wide range and from imperfectly adjusted firms. 

(Bushaw, 1957). 

For all practical purposes the firm is an input-output process 

by which a certain combination of input factors of production az^ trans

formed into outputs of product. Usually, inputs are bought and outputs 
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are sold* Because each possesses an laqplieit or eaqjlicit market price, 

they can be valued in some form. Cost of production then is the total 

value of inputs and gross returns is the total value of outputs. The 

excess of returns over costs is net profit. The tirm. has reached 

equilibrium where net profits are at a maximum; also, its primazy goal 

has been obtained at this point. A given equilibrium position of the 

firm holds true only under one set of cost-price relationships. Like

wise, the position of the firm Is a set of values of all variables 

which are relevant to it, such as quantities of input and output, cost-

price relationships of the input**^utput factors, goals of the entre

preneur and management, and so on. 

The production function and the maz^et ftmction together define 

the set of all feasible positions of a given firm* Frcmi this set the 

entz*epreneur will select lî at combination of variables which most 

nearly achieves his purpose or goal* (Baumol, 1958). 

An Application of Marginal Analysis 

As an example, consider the pzx>blem of lighting a work area in 

a manufacturing company. If no power is applied to the lighting fix

tures, no output can be expected. As the amount of power is increased, 

the employees can be expected to do a better job, as more light is directed 

upon their work area. If the lighting should become too bright, however, 

then the en^jloyees may suffer eyestrain which would decrease productivity. 

If the amount of lifting is measured in terms of power used for this 

purpose, and output is measured in terms of useful product, and if no 

other inputs are considered, then production can be considered a function 
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of power input, or y«f(x), where y is total production in units and 

X is power input in units. Figure 1 shows for given amounts of power 

the resulting total productivity, or output. 

Table 1 includes two additional columns, average output and 

marginal output. The average output for a given ntmiber of units of 

input is the ratio of the total output realized from employment of 

that many units to that nuBJber of units of input. If we employ 3 units 

of power to produce 450 units of output, them the average output per 

unit of input is 450/3 = 150 units. Marginal productivity or output 

is the change in total output caused by a change in input, and we 

represent a change in total output by y and the corresponding change 

in input by x. The marginal productivity of the fourth unit is the 

change in total productivity caused by adding or subtracting the fourth 

unit of inputs or 150/1 « 150 units. Since this change takes place as 

we Increase input from 3 to 4 uziits, we record the z*esultlng change in 

outputs as equal to the total output, because the marginals represent 

increments to the total. 

The production function is graphed in Figure 1. It is repre

sented by a continuous curve, under the assumption that our inputs can 

be changed by rery small amounts. The graph illustrates the concepts 

of average and marginal output geometrically. Let the point (2,260) be 

represented by j^, and the point (3,450) be represented by ̂ . Then 

average output for 2 units of input is measured by the slope of the 

straight line segment from the origin to ^, or ̂ . Likewise, average 

output for 3 units is the slope of the line segment ̂ . Thus, the 

average output for any input x is measured by the slope of a line from 
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Units of Power Input 

Fig. 1.—Relationship of nnits of power input to 
total, average, and marginal output. 

Sources Fowler, F. P. , and Sandburg, E. W., Iftftifi ISaiilS-
MSislSS. I2L Afi|n!l,r^1»tfrfttl0P. P* 259. 

I I 



TABLE 1 

RBUTIONSHIP OF UNITS OF POWER INPUT TO 
TOTAL, AVMACE, AND MARGINAL OUTPUT 

18 

Input 
Units of Power 

X 
Total 
y 

Fro4u<̂ ;l.9R M p ^ t 
Average 
y/x 

Marginal 
y/x 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

0 

100 

260 

450 

600 

700 

780 

840 

800 

100 

100 

150 

150 

140 

130 

120 

100 

100 

160 

190 

150 

100 

80 

60 

-40 

Source: Fowler, F. P., and Sandburg, E. W., Basic Mathematics 
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the origin to the point x, f (x) . Marginal output is measured by 

the slope of the line from A to Ĵ . 

From an analysis of the data tabulated in Table 1, and graphed 

in Figure 1, we observe several relationships between total, average, 

and margizial figures: 

(1) When the marginal is greater than the average, the 

average is increasing. 

(2) When the marginal is less than the average, the average 

is decreasing. 

(3) ^ « n the marginal is equal to the average, the average 

is unchanging* 

(4) The total is the sum of the marginals* (Fowler, 1962)* 

These relationships hold for the anlJysis of any total curve* 

It is very iaqportant to realize the difference between average and 

marginal information ^ e n making decisions. In deciding lidiether or 

not to eotploy another imit of power, we must determine whether or not 

the added unit will pz*oduce at least as much as it costs. 

Most accounting information available today is presented in 

the fozm of total and average data, with few systems set up to identify 

marginal values. Although marginals may be difficult to develop wiUi 

existing data collection and reduction systems, they could easily be 

developed if the existing systems were properly modified, A decision 

based on averages may produce economically feasible outcomes, but they 

are not sufficient to detennlne optimum outccanes. The decision at the 

margin is the decision that detezmines the attainment of the established 

goal. 



CHAPT® H I 

SURVET FINDINGS 

Marginallgm and M a t ^ ^ ll̂ fljlTirlffi 

The survey of the sas^e of this study showed that a substan

tial nuiriber of respondwits are concerned with market conditions* 

Their expressed interest in btgrer sensitivity, coa^jetitlve pressure, 

and price possibilities of new products and their axpr^ssed reluctance 

to rely upon full-costing iB?)licitly testify to their securing and 

relying upon market information. 

To test the hypothesis that firms making greater use of market 

analysis are prone to avoid full-costing practices, the use of market 

analysis was related to each of several questions on the interview 

form that tested full-cost versus more marginalist pricing. If mar

ket analysis has the isq^ct upon company policy which marginal theory 

would iB^ly, those responding ocmipanles practicing max^et analysis 

would be presumed to be those ̂ ich also reject full-cost pricing in 

favor of a more marginalist pricing |^licy, (Earlsy, 1956). 

The survey showed that the bulk of the flzias disavow the use of 

full«»costing. Seventy per cent declared (Huestion 6) that it is not 

the firm's policy to try to maintain, among products and maziest areas, 

more or less equal percentage margins between prices and full-costs. 

The firms professing a full-cost pricing policy use less mazicet analysis 

in pricing and related policies than those idiich avoid using full-cost 

pricing. 

20 
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The survey also secured ccmipany judgments regazNilng the effec

tiveness of fuXl«*eost pricing in protecting their mazicots. Fifty-two 

per cent stated (Question 11) that in Introducing new products, setting 

prices In close relation to full-*costs plus a normal profit is not an 

effective means of avoiding ccaspetltive invasion of markets* Over 

sixty per cent stated -Wiat thii?; pricing policy is not effective in 

avoiding eoBQ>etitive invasion of their established products. 

Firms asserting that they consider full-costing an effective 

means of avoiding market Invasion of their new products make less use 

of market eocaminatlon, not only in deciding what products to introduce 

but also in asking price changes as well* 

Corroborating results are obtained in testing the use of market 

analysis against the reported confidence of the firm in full-costing 

as effective means of avoiding market invasion of established products. 

As in the case of full-costing new products, firms expressing confi

dence in the efficiency of full-costing here use less market analysis 

^oth in dscidlng \&ia.t products to Introduce and in making price-change 

decisions* 

Questions 6, 7, and 11 as a group asked idiether full-costing is 

ths overall policy of the firm, lAether pricing depends on direct/fixed 

costs relationship, whether full-costing on new products is considered 

effective in avoiding eos^petitive Invasion of markets, and whether it is 

effective in the same respect for established products* It was deter

mined that there was a significant relationship between the use of 

direct/fixed cost breakdowns in determining prices and the use of formal 

market research for established products* Full-costing proved to use 

less market examiziatlon in their pricing of new products* 
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Questions 8, 9, IX), and 11 as a group asked whether price-cost 

rslationshJ^s among various products are adjusted to reflect differences 

in buysr sensitivity to priee, idiether formal market research is used 

for new products, whether it is used for established products, whether 

new products usually command a higher price In relation to costs than 

well-established products, and whether full-costing is considered 

effective in avoiding coi^>etitive invasion of new-product markets* 

Significant relationships appeared between the use of marginal product 

pricing policies and the use of market analysis* 

Question 10 and its related questions soui^ primarily to secure 

evidence regarding the time horizons of the oompanles interviewed* 

During the Intwvlew, information was sou|^t as to the extent to which 

prospective innovative changes Influence firms' pricing and product 

related policies* A short hoz*ison and keen innovation-awareness is 

taken to be evidence of marginalist attitude and b^iavior. 

The firms showed a definite tendency toward short-range hori

zons, a rapid pace of Innovation, and a sharp recognition of its impli

cations* The marginalist attitude was that staying abreast or out 

ahead in the innovative race is more important to their long-range 

business success than a defensive policy of basing prices closely on 

costs. They also felt it was more lnqportant to make estimates of 

short-range hviyar elasticities, rather than long-range, in pricing 

new products* The marginalist approach in introducing a new product 

would be to estimate the sensitivity of buyers to price over the first 

few years of its Introduction and let that estimate be more inqportant 

in dstemining the price than the estimated buyers' sensitivity over 

the long-run period* 
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The marginalist finas maintain an alert watch on market con

ditions* In pricing and marksting decisions they displayed a consis

tent intttz*e8t in present and anticipated competitive pressure, in 

biQrer sensitivity to priee changes of presetit products, and in price 

possibilities of new products* 

Many finos use both maz4cet analysis and accounting analysis as 

aids in making pricing and marketing decisions, with the majority of 

the f iztas consldereing market analysis more ia^rtant In deoision-

maklng« Its consid^:*able use in pricing decisions is evidence of 

marginalisn In the traditional sense* 

Heavier use of market analysis in certain critical probl3«&s 

of pricing and new product decisions is positively i^lated to margin

alist attitudes regarding pricing, marketing, and new product policies* 

Its use indicates that market analysis forms a substantial part of the 

firms' marginal decision-making tools. 

This study concentrated upon what organisation theorists call 

''noraative theories," or what the firm should do to achieve its objec

tives, rather than upon the "descriptive theories" irfiich are the actual 

procedures by idiich decisions are made* The analytical principles the 

firm employs in its search for opportunities and :̂ the presentation of 

Infoxnation are of more influence upon the behavior of the firm than 

are, say, the personalities or personal rf^lations of the persons lAo 

do the deciding* 

There is, however, one aspect of decision procedure that is so 

closely related to the study that a series of questions concerning it 
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was askad during the Interviews, This is the joint participation by 

•Bterprise functions 4n decisiozMnaklng and the identity of the func

tions repres«ited in major types of decisions* 

Joint functional participation is presumably ljq)ortant in 

budgeiazy plaiming operations* Effective budgetary planning must be 

a coordinated operation, rather than one in iMch plans are laid down 

by top authority or by a budgeting di^partment. A check i^n the actual 

partieipati^i of the various functions in major decisions concerning 

budgetary planning was made to reveal whether the budgeting of the 

respondents was marginalist In nature. 

The author assumed that the modem firm operates rationally and 

in at least a roui^aly profit'iaWLXlmliizig manner* This assus^tlon is 

based tqpon the fact that several analytical techziiques, such as ac

counting, marketing, and financial analysis, are jointly used in making 

many decisions* If representatives of the funetiozis acquainted with 

each of these techniques are active participants in the decision-<making 

act, their respective techniques will be more likely to be influential 

than if one person or function makes the actual decision. 

The accounting function supplies the cost analysis and the sales 

function the market analysis by iMch marginalist choice can be at 

least loosely approximated. %>ecial significance is attached to the 

Inclusion of representatives of sales and accounting functions in 

maiicet-oriented decisions such as pricing, mariceting, and product selec

tion. The acttial participation of representatives of the accounting and 

sales staff in making t^e decisions is likely to increase the influence 

of accounting and mazicet analysis upon the decision* 
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It should be noted that these statements are, in some ways, 

opposed to those advanesd by recent writers on organization theory* 

(Sdnon, 1947). Chrgaziisation theorists postulate that the f i m 

searches for "satisfactory^ solutions and that profit maximization 

should be r^plaeed by an aeesptable level of profits* (Qyert and 

March, 1956)* 

Qyert and Marsh also hold that grovcp decisioxrvaking tends 

toward passive and presumsbly less ealeulatlng behavior* They argue 

that the alertness of a firm's behavior is positively related to the 

nunbar of "relay points" ̂ irou^ which infozmatlon is channelled] 

idiether inforsiaticm is channelled throu^ a "sales-islndsd" or a "cost-

minded" relay point; and whether or not managers are f̂ ree to choose 

^•ir criteria of decision* (Cyert and Mard^ 1956) * 

Qyert and March stated that decisions as a group will, in 

gcnexml, be more dependent upon the firm policy than will decisions 

by an individual* They felt that an individual with a different 

attitude frcmi that of the group will tend to adjust his position to 

conform with the groi;^. Since each member of the group can be assumed 

to bell«v« all other meiabers of the group to be in agreement with firm 

policy, the operation of group norms serves to enforce conformity to 

that policy. (Cyert and March, 1955). 

If, as orgazilzation theory postulates, the firm's policy is to 

secure "satisfactory" solutions and "acceptable" profits, it would 

follov that joint decision-making would contradict profit maximization. 

The author's supposition is, on the whole, the opposite. The personal 

interviews, usizig Question 5 as a base, attenpted to test which supposi

tion is the more correct. 
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The respondents as a whole clearly favor grotq) decislon-maklzig. 

As Table 2 shows, an average of six per cent of the respondents make 

decisions with the participation of only one function in the four 

selling, pricing, and product selection decisions, vdilch are the first 

four deeisiozis on Question 5. For all el^t decisions the correspondizig 

average is only 19 per c«it* This shows that less than one out of every 

five decisions made along these lines is made by a single ftinetion* 

On the other hand, in at least half the firms two, three, or all 

four functiozxs are represented in each of the decision problems, eoco^t 

that of making research decisions. Forty-two per cent of the research 

problem decisions are made with joint functional participation* In 

over one-third of the companies interviewed three or four funetiozis 

are repressnted In pricing and sales planning decisions* In decisions 

regarding the altering or dropping of products and the introduction of 

new products, forty-six per cent of the firms bring together at least 

three functions, and over ninety per cent bring together at least two 

functicmal groups. Over-all, an average of eighty-one per cent of the 

firms make decisions of each type only with consultation of at least 

two functions. 

The fact that the selling function is by far the most widely 

represented is considered of special significance, in view of the strong 

pz*esumption that sales personnel will be keenly market-oriented and 

aggressively expansionist in attitude. This reinforces an earlier 

statement saying that the respondents pay especially close attention 

to market situations. The selling f':in6tion is nearly universally 

represented in sales planziing and budgMiing, in prining, and in dscisions 
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TABLE 2 

PiECENTAGES OF RESPOIDENTS REPORTING PARTICIPATION OF 
GIVER NUMBERS CF FUNCTIOKS IN MAJOR DECISIONS* 

fyp% of Decisions 
4 3 or 4 2, 3, or 4 1 only 

% 

Sales Planning 
and Budgeting 

Product Pricing 

Altering or Dsropping 
Products 

Introducing New 
Products 

Changing Production 
Methods 

Investm̂ it Decisions 

Changing Distribution 
Methods 

Research Programs 

4 

4 

8 

8 

0 

0 

0 

4 

28 

28 

44 

48 

8 

12 

4 

4 

96 

92 

92 

96 

80 

52 

64 

42 

4 

8 

8 

4 

30 

43 

36 

24 

*Percentages based on total sample. 
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regarding the altsring or dropping of products and changing of dis-

tribtition methods, in all of which decisions marginalism would «^11 

for keen attrition to the market situation. 

According to the rationale of these studies, the combined use 

df selling and accounting analysis is especially indicative of margin

alist attitudes and b^mvior* Accordingly it is of interest to see 

how widely this particular combination of functions is r^z*esented in 

the dseision-^iaklzjg of the responding firms. (See Table 3.) 

The percentages of the respondents that bring both selling and 

accounting-finance representatives into decisions of each type show toe 

extait of marginalism in their decision processes. These percentages 

range as high as ei^y-ei^t per cent and ei^ty per cent for sales 

planning and pricing, respectively, and do not fall below sixty-alx 

per cent for the product selection decisions* 

Of the other foiir types of decisions, two (chaziglng distribution 

methods and investment decisions) are made with the joint assistance of 

selling and accounting functions in approximately half of the firms. 

Production method and research program decisions receive this attention 

in tw«nty and fifteen per cezit of the fizias, respectively* 

One of the conditions of rational planning and decision-rnaking 

in the marginalist firm is the coordination of interrelated decisions 

such as sales budgeting and pricing* One way of securing such coordina

tion is by having the same person or persons involved in each of the 

interrelated problems* 

Accordingly, a comparison vi,z 2^dc to see i^^ether the same pat

terns of joint functional participation appear in groups of interrslatod 
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TABLE 3 

PERCENTACaiS OF RESPCKEENTS REPORTING PARTICIPATION OF 
SPECIFIED FUNCTIOHS IN SEIECTED EECISIONS* 

" I " .••.li'ii T l l i ' l ll'll llilli'i llill'i '1 1 1 1 'iff'il 

Function 

and Budgeting 

Product Pricing 

Alterizig or Dropping 
Products 

Introducing New 
Products 

Changing Production 
Methods 

Investment Deeisiozis 

Changing Distribution 
Methods 

Research Programs 

Production 
Department 

% 

36 

64 

80 

80 

100 

32 

16 

28 

Sales 
Department 

% 

100 

96 

96 

92 

12 

16 

84 

24 

Engineering 
& Design 

% 

4 

8 

12 

16 

28 

4 

0 

32 

Accounting 
& Finance 

% 

76 

64 

40 

40 

2B 

76 

40 

8 

^Percentages based on total sample. 
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decisions in responses. This proves to be generally the case for the 

selling and accounting functions. Eighty-four per cent of the com

panies rely on both functions to make, or assist in making, both sales 

plannlzig and budgeting decisions and pricing decisions. A sisdlar 

joint functional participation for both product selection decisions is 

reported by slxty**seven per cent of the firms. Fifty-five per cent of 

the respondents have both selling and accounting functions participating 

in all four of these interrelated types of decisions. 

The very high representation of the selling function in decision

making, the close association of accounting and sales persozmel in these 

actions, and the evident prefesrence of these ccsspaiiXaa for widespread 

functional representation suggests that the bulk of these firms approach 

their management problems in a systematic and Informed manner, mkking 

appropriate use of the analyses that the several functions can contribute 

to rational decision-making. It is perhaps significant that the principle 

of wide functional representation is carried further in the problems 

iritiere it would seem most appropriate, sales planning and those of al

tering and dropping products and adding new ones. The relationships 

between these representative characteristics and others that can be 

Interpreted as systematic and basically marginalist lend further confi

dence that joint functional participation is more marginalist than non-

marglnalist in its iBgjlications. (Barley, 1956). 
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Marginalism and Budretanr PIA^T^I^ff 

Temporal Aanecifff 

The survey showed that virtually all of the responding coa»-

panles do extensive forward planning with the aid of budgeting tech-

ziiquas* The companies' budgets reflect decisions based on market 

analysis and marglzial cost anltlysis. The flms iise the comparison 

between budgeted plans and actual results as a source of feedba^ for 

purposes of control and for the guidance of future planning* In this 

way a firm can move throu#i time using a temporal method of approxi

mation D^ich is aided by a marginal analysis of costs and market 

opportunities. (Barley, 1955). 

The formulation and the revision of budgets is one of the major 

aspects of the firm's planziing and decisionrmaking activities. Each 

new or revised budget is in effect a revised set of plans, aided by 

esqperience with former ones. Changes in sales, movements in distz*l-

bution costs, and "diminishing returns" typically come to top manage

ment's attention first in the periodic feedback from budget reports. 

Budgetary experience and forward-looking analysis are combined to bear 

on new plans and decisions. 

This guidance is facilitated by well-established analytical 

methods of breaking apart the variances between budgeted and actual 

data into those attributable to changes in price, volume, product-mix, 

effldancy, and techziical operating conditions. These different vari

ances serve to pin responsibility on the persons or factors that liave 

caused deviations from budgeted plans. 
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Aeeording to this conception of the behavior of the represen

tative firm, these budget variances are part of the data on which new 

plans are laid for subseqwoit budget periods* If some costs have 

risen relative to others, the favorable and unfavorable variances 

shown in budget analysis may become the signal for a change in mate

rials, productive arrangements, or a shift in prices. If sales of 

some products have fall«i below budget expectations, this may call for 

special sailing efforts, a reduction in its price, or the altering or 

dropping of the products. If total coo^jany profit falls short of 

budgeted levels, this may call for a outbade in capital expenditures, 

or alternatively a drive for lowered costs or expanded sales. (Welsch, 

1957). 

The btiKigetlng technique explicitly recognizes that businosses 

plan in a world of imc^rtainty, change, and innovation. 7et budgets 

must replace vague plans by definite, well-coordinated ones. There 

is a tenden<^ in budgetary literature to favor short-range planning 

and frequ«at budget revisions* 

Until very recently this short-range approach was hardly ques

tioned. But the growing eo^phasls on the planning function of budgeting, 

the extension of the technique to capital outlays, and the growing 

belief that budget.*! should express goals as well as plans have under

mined the unity of the viewpoint. (V/elsch, 1957). 

Short-range budgets cannot always project plazis as far into the 

future as is desired, and budgets that are too frequently changed lose 

their power as guides to long-range planning. The difficulties are 

Increased by the fact that different budgeted items, such as production. 
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sales, snd aapital eoqpanditure, may by necessity call for differing 

budget horiaozie and differing intervals of revision* Hence, the 

temporal coordination of plans stretching for differing periods shead 

azid the eoctindizig of budget horiions without losing the advantages of 

shorter ones are recognised as serious problems in budgeting technique* 

Quastion 13 (see Table 4) on the Interview form asked the comr 

paziiaa to state toe periods for which toey normally budget sales, ex-

pwises and profit, capital ezpwadltures, and research and development* 

The firms were also asked to state how frequently they normally revise 

each type of budget. 

Tha bulk of toe cooqpanles have quite short budget horizons. 

The fiscal year is by far the most common budgeting period* Ninety-two 

per cent of the firms Interviewed bud^^et sales and expenses and profit 

a yaar ahaad, wito the other eight p&t cent setting their budget period 

at less than a year. Seventy-«ix per cent of the firms reported bud* 

gating capital sapenditures yearly, while twenty-four per cent reported 

that their budget period for research and developpent was one year* 

fha typical budget of these companies is subject to frequent 

revision* Almost all of toe respond«its maks a normal practice of re

vising toeir budgets short of the maximum periods for which they are 

projected. Sales budgets are revised most frequently, with expenses 

and profit not far behind. The average review Interval for all comr 

panles is vez^ short, wito over seventy per cent of toe sales and ex

penses and profit budgets being revised at least quarterly. Fifty-two 

per c«nt of the capital expenditure budgets are revised at least quar

terly, while only eight per cent of toe research and development budgets 

are revised that often. 
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Relatione irltl̂  ^ n 

Interesting relationships appear in coiqjarisons between toe 

tanporal features of toe ccâ jaziies' budgeting and toe costing prac

tices they follow in cozmeetion with capital investment projects. 

This was covered in the survsy idien toe coaiq̂ anies were asked whetoer 

toey break down incremental fixed costs associated wito such projects 

as addizig production capacity, introducing new products, and dropping 

old ones, or instead confute the changed fixed costs associated wito 

sueh projects by full-costing allocation procedures. The con^jarison 

showed toat longer budgeting horizons are related to the incremental 

costing approach. 

The C(»^panies were asked (Question 3) lihetoer a nuniber of speci

fied direct/fixed cost breakdowns were made available to managesitoit for 

planning and decisionrmaking purposes. The availability of these break

downs for various product segments is an important part of toe survey. 

The eos^)anles were also asked (Question 4) ̂ etoer toey considered toe 

cost breakdowns helpful in a number of specific management problems. 

Seventy-six per cent of toe coapanles interviewed feel that the 

direct/fixed cost breakdowns are toe most valuable In determining 

break-even points for ccMspany operations. There are two major types 

of break^even charts being used by the firms interviewed. These types 

are the linear (Figure 2) and toe non-linear (Figure 3) break-even 

analysis charts* 

The me of linear break-even analysis is marginalist in nature, 

but it is not as sophisticated as the use of non-linear analysis. This 
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total cost 
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Fig, 2*—Linear break-even chart. 

total cost 

total revenue curve 

fixed cost 

QUANTITY 

Fig. 3•—Non-linear break-even chart. 
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is because the linear chart does not show the most profitable operating 

position, iiidiereas, it is shown on the non-linear graph. 

In comparing relationships of the tenqooral features of the comr 

panics' budgeting with toese costing practices, the presumption was 

that wide availability and use of direct/fixed cost breakdowns woxild 

be associated with short budget periods azid frequ^it budget revisions, 

since each would show evidence of alertness to changing relationships 

between incresiental revenues and direct or variable costs. (Baurlsy, 

1956). 



CHAPTER IV 

CC^CLUSIOtr 

RelfttiAni^,|p^ ^ ? 

The results of the surviqr showed that toe majority of the 

respondents use marginal analysis idthout being aware that such a 

concept exists. T h ^ were asked (Question 14) if toey had ever 

thought of what would happen if toey.linereased or decreased input 

by one unit* eighty per cent of toe respondents said that to^ had 

cozisidared adding a salesman, machine, or something of a nature that 

would indicate marginalist thinking. However, i^en toese respoxvlents 

were asked (Question 15) ̂ a t the tezm "marginal analysis" meant to 

thin, mily one respondent answered correctly, and only twenty per 

cent even attempted to answer toe question. 

The other questions on toe survey showed that most of toe 

respondents behave "marginally" in many of toeir decisionrmaking 

activities, but a coQ^>arison with the national survey by Barley indi

cates that the Lubbock companies are still beneath toe national averages 

in toeir use of marginal analysis techziiques. 

Question 4 on the interview form asked if direct/fixed cost break

downs are eoxisldered helpful in determining toe effects upon costs of 

change in volume and in choosing the best metoods of production. Only 

savwaty^six and flfty«<*six per cent ^respectively of the Lubbock companies 

considered the breakdowns helpful, î iile ninety-seven and seventy-three 

per cent respectively of toe national respondents considered toe break-

downa to be useful in decision-making, 

38 
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Tha national respondents indicated that their production de-

partaants participate in seventy per cent of toe sales plazming and 

budgeting deeisiozis and in sevanty^wo per cent of toe reaearch pro

gram daciaiozis* Tha corraapoziding percentages for toe Lubbock com

panies are toirty^*six and twanty**«lght per cent, respedyively, 

Quastion 8 asked i f formal market research was used to ascer

tain buyer's sensitivity and/or probable competitive pressure from 

otoar eoiqpanlas idian prieing a new product* Fifty-seven per cent of 

tha national raapoodants Indicated toe use of fozmal market research 

in making new product pricing decisions, while only thirty^wo per 

cant of the Lubbock fizms indicated similar use of market research. 

The last major variance between toe national survey and the 

Lubbock survey concerns toe lenglth of budgeting periods. None of toe 

Lubbock firms reported a budget period of over one year, while twenty-

four per cant of the national firms have a budget period of over one 

yaar in Isogth, 

One of toe clearest f Indlzigs of toe survey i s that the responding 

aoBqpaniaa maintain a very alert watch on market conditions in detezmining 

their pricing, mai^eting, and product selection policies. The bulk of 

the firms coaabine market analysis and accounting analysis in making toe 

decisions, and of the two, maî cet azialysis i s used more heavily and i s 

considered more isqportant by most of toe companies. There i s l i t t l e 

evidence among these companies of full-costing or lack of alertness to 

chaziglng mat^et condltiozis* 
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Rasponaas on functional representation in decision-making tend 

to rainforea toe conclusions that toe ccmpanias bring several analyti

cal techziiques into thair major decisions and that analysis of market 

conditiona azid of dlfferwitial costs have especially great Influence 

in relevant areas* The selling functions of virtually all respondents 

paartieipate in most of the pricing, product, and marketing decisions 

involved in toe survey* In most of the firms, selllzig and aeeountizig 

functions boto participate* The relations of toe patterns of joint 

partidLpation wito other marginalist ideas are sufficient to suggest 

the ijaportwat conclusion that toe current trend toward joint declslozi-

saklng In large coE^^anies is more marginalist than non-marginalist in 

nature. (Barley, 1956). 

The t«B|»oral features of the companies' budgetary practices aid 

the firm in carrying out its plans. These plans are made wito a keen 

recognition of the uncertainty and the change and innovation probleens 

that will arise* The tentporal aspects of the firms' budgeting prac

tices make good use of budgetary feedback̂ âzid syateraatic marginal 

azialysis. The respondents have relatively short budget horizons and 

revise their budgets short of their given time periods. The Lubbock 

respondents used no budget period of over a year in lengto. 

The results of toe survey indicate that a large majority of toe 

respondents use marginal analysis without beizig aware that such a con

cept eodsts. The survey also showed that the Lubbock companies inter

viewed are under the national averages in their use of marginal analysis 

techziiques. 

These findings establish that the representative r;.anufacturing 

firm in Lubbock, Texas, is equipped in several Important respects to 
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pursue at least a loosely profit-marlmizing goal. Taken togetoer 

with toe findings of toe Barley study, they make a stronger case for 

an essentially marglzialist approach to the theory of toe fim. 

The author recommends that further research be conducted to 

detezmine toe amount of education that the managers of Lubbock manu

facturing c<»Bpanies have had in the area of general decisionrmaking. 

The education could be academic in nature, or toe knowledge could have 

been obtained throu#i niaziagerlal conferences and workshops, or possibly 

throu^ toe reading of recent literature on decisionrmaking. The inr 

fozmation obtained from, this research would be helpful in determining 

what relationships exist between managemjSnts' education and their 

performances. 
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INTERVIEW FCEM 

1. Is your company specialized by product lines? Yes Ho 

2. Does your coapajoy have separate production and 
sailing departments? Yeg ^^ 

3. Are breakdowns of costs into direct and fixed 
coiqponants made available to your management 
paraozinal for decision-making purposes? Yes No 

4. Do you consider these fixed cost versus direct 
cost breakdowzis helpful int 

A. Datarminlng break-even points for cemqpany 

operations? Yes No 

B* Determining the rate of return on investm«::t? Yes No 

C* Determining toe effects upon costs of changes 
in volume? Yes No 

D* Choosing the best methods of production? Yes No 
5. In major decisions of the following types, there is 

participation by officials representing: (^c^participation) 
' I ill,ill'IN.11.*III iiiii'iiii i i . w I l l II" I ' l i i i j , 1,11 I I II' ' i" I r ' ' h I ' l l I ill 'i 'f . i i i i i , ' I i ' i ' , i ' I I •! ,"•• " \ 

fm<^%Xm 
Production Sales Engineering Accounting 
Department Department <E Design A Finance 

Sales Planning 
& Budgeting 

Product Pricing 

Altering or Dropping 
Products 

Introducing New 
Products 

Qhanging Production 
Methods 

Investment Decisions 

Changing Distribution 
Methods 

Research Pz ĵgrams 
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6. Is it your policy to try to maintain more or less 
equal percentage marglna between prices and full 
costs? Yes No 

7. tn pricing decisltms on your various products, do 
you take into consideration toe extent to which 
costs of different products are made up of direct 
costs as agaizist fixed costs? Yes No 

8. In pricing a new product do you employ formal market 
research to ascertain buyer's sensitivity and/or 
probably conqDatitive pressure from other companies? Yes No 

9* To idiat extent do you eoqoloy this maziest research (8), 

10* Can your new products usiially command a higher 
priee in relation to their costs than your well 
established |»:t>ducts? Yes No 

11. In Introductlng new products do you consider that 
setting toeir prices in dose relation to their 
ftdl costs plus a normal profit is an effective 
means of avoiding ccwapetltive invasion of toeir 
markets? Yes No 

12* What kind of budge do you use? «....,«..«.«.._.............«_.____________._, 

13* For what pezdod of time and how frequfflitly are estimates, 
plans, or budgets made? (Check appropriate answer below.) 

* . „ , . . m"w "'i' ' I ':\',ffl:iMj;','rff:,':','S'';i!iyi'iii'ri'ii:',''ff''y'r:.,'•',:;';':• T'T.,'! r i I'l: '.r: . „ ; • : "":.U'! if,"! ',iii,,\.'; ' r e s s s 

BUDGST PERIOD FREQUIWCY OF REVISICK 
Utie f^t LeSrthag^*(giat^r thah QuJH l̂t̂ iy Hoi-̂  Uka 

one year '̂ 3 year often often 

Sales 

Expenses and 
Profit 

Capital 
Bxpenditure 

Research and 
Development 
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14. Have you ever considered the possibility Qt toought 
of what wo\3ld happen i f you increased or decreased 
yotir input bv qî e uzilt. (Addition of machine, sales
man, adv.) Yea No 

15 . What does toe term MARGINAL ANALYSIS mean to you? 






